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Abstract
Psychometric data linking of psychological and behavioral questionnaires can facilitate the harmonization of data across 
HIV and substance use cohorts. Using data from the Collaborating Consortium of Cohorts Producing NIDA Opportunities 
(C3PNO), we demonstrate how to capitalize on previous linking work with a common linked depression metric across mul-
tiple questionnaires. Cohorts were young men who have sex with men (MSM), substance-using MSM, HIV/HCV cocaine 
users, and HIV-positive patients. We tested for differential item functioning (DIF) by comparing C3PNO cohort data with 
general population data. We also fit a mixed-effects model for depression, entering HIV-status and recent opioid/heroin use 
as fixed effects and cohort as a random intercept. Our results suggest a minimal level of DIF between the C3PNO cohorts 
and general population samples. After linking, descriptive statistics show a wide range of depression score means across 
cohorts. Our model confirmed an expected positive relationship between substance use and depression, though contrary to 
expectations, no significant association with HIV status. The study reveals the likely role of cohort differences, associated 
patient characteristics, study designs, and administration settings.
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Introduction

Substantial progress has been made in reducing new HIV 
infections among people who use drugs [1], largely driven 
by reductions in incidence among those who inject drugs 
(PWID) [2]. Nevertheless, substance use remains a risk fac-
tor for continuing HIV transmission, fed by the opioid use 
disorder epidemics across the United States and Canada in 
the past decade [3]. The vast scope of this problem demands 
data and analytic solutions that can assess unique mecha-
nisms within and across different subpopulations of peo-
ple who use drugs. Integrative data analysis using multiple 
datasets provides one such methodological solution [4] and 
may be particularly valuable for studies of drug use and HIV 
[5]. For example, effective and valid pooling of data permits 
investigators to increase power (and reduce Type 2 errors) to 
study risk factors, test novel hypotheses, and better under-
stand potential sources of variation across subpopulations 
[6]. The Collaborating Consortium of Cohorts Producing 
NIDA Opportunities (C3PNO) was recently established to 
capitalize on the similarities among longitudinal observa-
tional cohort studies in the area of HIV-risk and substance 
use. C3PNO is the coordinating center for nine National 
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Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) cohorts that represent key 
populations and has a combined sample size of 12,000 active 
and 20,000 historical participants. Together, the cohorts 
allow for understanding the spectrum of responses across 
populations at risk of HIV who use substances.

Pooled data research, like all research, relies on reliable 
and valid measurement; for substance use research, key 
health outcome measures include pain, substance use behav-
iors, anxiety, and depression. The myriad of choices avail-
able in terms of instruments to measure the same or similar 
psychological and behavioral constructs presents challenges 
for appropriately combining data and drawing valid infer-
ences. For example, a review into anxiety measures alone 
identified 92 empirically-based questionnaires that meas-
ure this construct [7]. Data coordinating centers for inde-
pendently established cohorts are likely to encounter this 
problem, because different cohorts may have historical data 
on similar constructs collected with different instruments, 
and will be understandably constrained in their willingness 
and/or ability to change instruments in order to standardize 
across cohorts. Cohorts must balance the need to maintain 
standardization within their own cohort—having followed 
individuals longitudinally and accumulated extensive data 
on specific measures—with the need to make such measures 
comparable to those collected in other studies. The incom-
mensurability of scores across instruments may also rep-
resent a problem for the downstream synthesis of research 
findings: are differences in findings real or do they reflect 
methodological artifacts?

A robust solution to the multiple measures problem is 
to conduct cross-sectional studies in which multiple instru-
ments are administered to large samples to bridge across 
instruments. This should be followed with the application 
of Item Response Theory (IRT) and other linking meth-
ods in order to establish the equivalence of items across 
measures [8–10]. IRT is a set of mathematical models that 
allow researchers to assign unique “properties” (i.e., param-
eters) to each item on a questionnaire based on how likely 
people with different levels of the measured construct are 
to endorse each response option [11, 12]. With sufficient 
data (and meeting of assumptions), analysts can jointly esti-
mate parameters for items on multiple questionnaires. This 
co-calibration allows total scores from one questionnaire 
to be reliably translated into the scores of another. In the 
field of patient-reported outcomes (PRO), we have applied 
these IRT linking methods in the PROsetta Stone project 
(Cella, D: 1RC4CA157236) in the area of depression [13], 
anxiety [14], and pain [15], among others. Similarly, these 
approaches have been used in studies of drug dependence 
[16, 17], alcohol use symptoms [18], and HIV knowledge 
[19]. This approach has also been used previously to link 
depression measures for a longitudinal cohort study that 
examines influences on HIV and substance use [20].

The current study is a necessary step to provide a rigor-
ous basis to justify a comparison of scores from different 
depression scales across C3PNO cohorts. Our study lev-
erages depression data from five C3PNO cohorts, as well 
existing general population data, to develop a common met-
ric across these cohorts. We validate the measurement char-
acteristics of depression measures of each C3PNO cohort 
against population level data and use previously established 
item parameters to provide a common metric for these meas-
ures. In addition, we demonstrate the value of such a pooled 
data set by examining the relationship between depression, 
HIV, and opioid use. Given the complex association between 
HIV, substance use, and depression [21, 22], we examine the 
main effects of HIV and opioid use on depression as well as 
the potential interaction effect indicating that the association 
between opioid use and depression may vary according to 
HIV status.

Methods

Study Populations

The nine C3PNO cohorts, spanning the US and Canada, 
follow a diverse group of high-risk HIV-negative and HIV-
positive persons including substance-using youth, PWID, 
stimulant users, MSM, racial/ethnic minorities, transgender 
individuals, and HIV-positive individuals with transmissible 
viral loads. Some cohorts exclusively enroll PWID or HIV-
positive persons. Most cohorts enrolled HIV-positive and 
negative individuals from community samples—only two of 
the nine enroll at clinical care sites. For these analyses, the 
five participating C3PNO cohorts were young MSM (HYM, 
RADAR and mSTUDY), HIV/HCV cocaine users (MASH), 
and HIV-positive patients in care (JHHCC).

Detailed descriptions of the clinical and demographic 
characteristics of the nine C3PNO cohorts have been pub-
lished elsewhere [23]. Briefly, 39% of persons across cohorts 
are HIV-positive. Most cohort members who ever injected 
illicit substances are over 30 years of age and HIV-positive, 
reflecting the cohort characteristics. Recent substance use is 
as follows: 30% heroin or illicit (non-medical) prescription 
drugs; 30% heroin injection; 15% non-medical prescription 
drugs (opioids etc.); 44% illicit stimulants including meth-
amphetamine and cocaine; and 24% injected any of these 
drugs. Viral suppression at last visit among HIV + heroin, 
cocaine/crack, prescription drugs, and methamphetamine 
users was 36, 50, 50, and 56%, respectively, and significantly 
lower than non-users of these substances [23].

For comparison purposes, data on depression measures 
were also obtained from two PROsetta Stone linking stud-
ies [13]. Participants were recruited from the US general 
population by internet panel companies. Polimetrix (now 
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YouGov) collected the self-report data on the CESD and 
PROMIS from 747 individuals who were part of the origi-
nal “full bank” PROMIS calibration sample [24]. This first 
sample was 51.9% female, 9.5% Hispanic, 80.5% White, and 
10.1% Black; the mean age was 51.3 (SD = 18.8). Similarly, 
PHQ-9 and PROMIS data were collected for 748 respond-
ents during the calibration phase of the NIH Toolbox study 
[25] by Greenfield Online (now Toluna; www.tolun agrou 
p.com). (Because the PHQ-8 was administered in a C3PNO 
cohort, NIH Toolbox data on the ninth item of the PHQ-9 
was not used.) The second sample was 56.1% female, 15.2 
Hispanic, 80.1 White, and 9.1 Black; the mean age was 47.2 
(15.2) [13].

Measures

PROMIS Depression Bank

The PROMIS Depression bank v1.0 for adults consists of 
28 items with a 7-day time frame and a 5-point scale, with 
response options ranging from “Never” to “Always” [24, 
26]. Item content covers emotional, cognitive, and behavio-
ral symptoms of depression rather than somatic symptoms. 
The items were calibrated with IRT such that different 
subsets of items from the instrument bank can be reported 
on the same metric [24]. The T-score metric of PROMIS 
Depression is computed from the IRT-based theta of person 
scores (T-score = [θ × 10] + 50). The HYM study adminis-
tered 23 items from the PROMIS Depression bank, while 
the RADAR cohort completed the PROMIS Depression 8a 
short form [27].

PHQ‑8

The PHQ-8 is an eight-item instrument designed to assess 
depression in primary care [28]. It was originally devel-
oped as a nine-item version, which also assesses suicidal 
ideation [29]. The PHQ-9 was developed to directly reflect 
the criteria for major depressive disorder in Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (4th ed.; DSM–IV; 
American Psychiatric Association, 1994). Respondents rate 
their symptoms over the last 2 weeks, using a 4-point scale 
ranging from 0 (Not at all) to 3 (Nearly every day).

CES‑D

The CES-D is a 20-item measure designed to assess depres-
sive symptoms in the general population [30]. The CES-D 
has been used in a variety of contexts, including community 
samples and clinical samples with both medical and psychi-
atric conditions [31–33]. Respondents rate their symptoms 
based on the past week using a 4-point scale that ranges from 
0 (Rarely or none of the time) to 3 (Most or all of the time). 

Given the variability in the strength of association between 
the four reverse-coded items and the remainder of the scale 
across samples [34], we decided to limit our linking analysis 
to the 16 positively-coded items.

In addition, we obtained demographics, current HIV sta-
tus (confirmed with rapid antibody and/or HIV viral load 
test), and self-reported recent substance use based on use 
during the past 3 to 6 months.

Data Collection

Questionnaires were administered by each C3PNO cohort 
according to their schedule of evaluations and provided by 
each cohort’s data center. Both mSTUDY and RADAR pro-
vided baseline data, while JHHCC, JYM, and MASH pro-
vided data on the last full visit.

Statistical Methods

Our aim was to take advantage of previous cross-walk tables 
or item parameters that placed depression measures on a 
common metric [13]. Doing so directly, however, rests on 
the assumption of the absence of differential item function-
ing (DIF, or measurement invariance) between the general 
population used in linking and the HIV and substance use 
populations of the C3PNO cohort. Therefore, we tested for 
DIF by comparing C3PNO cohort data with general popu-
lation data from linking studies, with the aim to delete any 
items displaying non-trivial DIF. Our DIF analysis is fur-
ther enhanced by IRT-based scoring, which in turn assumes 
relative unidimensionality of the item set. To do this, we 
estimated the proportion of total variance attributable to a 
general factor known as omega-hierarchical (omega-h) using 
the psych package in R [35]. This method estimates omega-
h from the general factor loadings in an exploratory bi-factor 
model [36–38]. Values of 0.70 or higher for omega-h sug-
gest that the item set is sufficiently unidimensional for many 
purposes [39].

Next, we applied logistic ordinal regression using the 
lordif package in R [40]. The logistic regression approach 
is one of several DIF methods; one of its advantages is that 
it provides a measure of magnitude (i.e., an effect size for 
each item) [41]. The lordif program identifies DIF by match-
ing individuals on an estimate of the underlying trait being 
measured, then examines differences in IRT parameters 
across matched individuals. The matching variable will be 
based on IRT scale scores, based on the graded response 
model [42] which is preferable to summed scores (which 
would assume that items have equal discrimination power). 
The application of IRT in this DIF context permits the use 
of an iterative purification procedure, whereby items initially 
flagged with DIF are assigned sample-specific parameters. 
In subsequent regressions, new IRT scaled scores (based on 

http://www.tolunagroup.com
http://www.tolunagroup.com
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both DIF and DIF-free items) are used as the matching cri-
terion to re-identify DIF items. The process is repeated until 
the same set of items is found to have DIF over successive 
iterations. For DIF items, lordif generates item characteristic 
curves illustrating how the expected item score relates to the 
underlying trait (e.g., depression), and how group member-
ship affects this relationship [43].

Comparisons between different regression models will 
allow us to determine whether (a) there is any DIF at all, (b) 
uniform DIF only, or (c) non-uniform DIF. We used the chi-
squared likelihood-ratio statistic as the DIF detection criteria 
(alpha < 0.01). We will use a cut-off of McFadden pseudo 
 R2∆ ≥ 0.016 in model comparisons to further identify non-
trivial DIF, a relatively conservative threshold in the field of 
self-reported health outcomes [41, 44]. DIF-free items were 
scored with linked (general population) item response theory 
(IRT) parameters and placed on the PROMIS T-score metric 
using parameters previously published [13].

Once cohort depression scores were on the T-score met-
ric, we computed descriptive statistics. To ease interpreta-
tion of the differences among cohorts, we also calculated 
the percentage of patients meeting the T-score threshold 
of 60 (one standard deviation above the general population 
estimate) as a threshold of “moderate” depression. This is a 
reasonable threshold given the thresholds of other measures 
[13, 45], and work with patients diagnosed with depression 
[46].

Finally, we fit a mixed-effects model for depression, 
entering HIV-status and recent opioid/heroin use as fixed 
effects and cohort as a random intercept, controlling for par-
ticipant age at the time of interview. The lme4 package of R 
was used to estimate the mixed effect model [47].

Results

C3PNO Cohort Characteristics

Table 1 shows the demographic and clinical characteristics 
for C3PNO cohorts, as well as the particular depression 
instrument administered in each of the cohorts. The mean 
sample size from each cohort was 757 (range 448–1047). 
The mean age ranged from 21 (RADAR) to 55 (JHHCC 
and MASH). The proportion of participants who are HIV-
positive varied among non-clinical cohorts, ranging from 11 
to 51%, and is 100% for those in HIV care.

General Population Samples

Demographic characteristics of the two general population 
internet panel samples are described in detail elsewhere [13]. 
Briefly, the majority of the participants were white (80% for 
both samples), mostly female (CESD sample: 52%; PHQ-8 
sample: 56%), and the average age was 51 in the CESD sam-
ple and 47 in the PHQ-8 sample.

Internal Consistency and Unidimensionality

Table 2 shows the internal consistency and unidimensional-
ity estimates for the measures in their C3PNO cohort and 
the comparison general population sample. Estimates across 
all samples were high for Cronbach’s alpha (range 0.88 to 
0.98), as well as for omega-h (0.79 to 0.92), suggesting a 
sufficient level of reliability and unidimensionality to pro-
ceed with DIF analyses. Values for the general population 
samples were generally higher than for the C3PNO cohorts.

Table 1  Demographic and 
clinical characteristics of study 
population across C3PNO 
cohorts

IQR interquartile range

HYM RADAR mSTUDY MASH JHHCC

N 448 1040 521 862 918
Age, mean [IQR] 22.3 [3.1] 21.3 [4.4] 31.3 [11.0] 54.9 [10.0] 54.7 [11.2]
Race, % (n)
 Black 21.0 (94) 34.0 (354) 40.7 (209) 59.5 (513) 85.7 (787)
 Hispanic/Latino 58.9 (264) 29.8 (310) 34.6 (183) 23.8 (205) 1.4 (13)
 White 0.0 (0) 25.1 (261) 14.0 (72) 8.5 (73) 12.5 (115)
 Other/multiple 20.1 (90) 11.1 (115) 9.7 (50) 61 (53) 0.3 (3)

HIV+, % (n) 11.4 (51) 16.4 (171) 50.4 (257) 50.1 (429) 100.0 (918)
Recent opioid use, % (n) 16.3 (66) 6.2 (64) 13.1 (67) 28.9 (249) 6.5 (56)
Depression instrument used PROMIS 

Bank (23 
items)

PROMIS SF 8a CESD CESD PHQ-8
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Differential Item Functioning and IRT Scoring 
on a Common Metric

Tables 3, 4 and 5 show details on the uniform and non-
uniform pseudo-R2 effect sizes for DIF between C3PNO 
cohort and the general population sample. Among the 
71 item comparisons, we found evidence for non-trivial 
DIF in 13 items across cohorts, using the  R2 > 0.016 cri-
terion. For the CESD, 7 items showed DIF for the general 
population sample and MASH, but only 1 for the general 
population and mSTUDY. For PROMIS, 5 out of 23 items 
showed DIF between HYM and the general population. 
Figure 1 shows item characteristic curves for 4 items with 
non-trivial DIF. No DIF items were found for RADAR 
(PROMIS 8a) and JHHCC (PHQ-8) and the general popu-
lation sample. Using only non-DIF items, we scored the 
C3PNO depression item data on a common PROMIS 
T-score metric using standard expected a priori scoring 
[48].  

Distribution of Depression Across Cohorts

Figure  2 shows the depression distribution by cohort; 
T-scores ranged from a mean of 47.6 (JHHCC) to 55.8 
(mSTUDY), representing a range of 8 T-score points (or 
0.8 standard deviation). A T-score of 60 is equivalent to 
a PHQ-9 raw score of 10 [13], which is commonly used 
in medical settings to identify likely clinically significant 
depression [29, 49, 50]. Using T-score of 60 as a cut-point, 
percentages of probable positive depression cases in the 
cohorts were 11% (JHHC) 21% (HYM), 24% (RADAR), 
and 38% (mSTUDY). Depression was substantially lower for 
JHHCC relative to the other cohorts (> 4.4 T-score units).

Mixed Effects Model for Depression

Excluding JHHCC in the mixed-effects model, we found 
no significant interaction between HIV-status and opi-
oid/heroin use (b = 1.71, 95% Confidence Interval (CI) 

Table 2  Estimates of internal consistency and unidimensionality by individual C3PNO cohort vs general population data

PHQ-8 PROMIS 23 items PROMIS 8a SF CESD 16 items

Cohort/sample JHHCC Gen Pop HYM Gen Pop RADAR Gen Pop MASH mSTUDY Gen Pop

Cronbach’s alpha 0.88 0.91 0.91 0.98 0.95 0.95 0.90 0.92 0.94
Omega hierarchical 0.79 0.81 0.85 0.90 0.88 0.92 0.81 0.80 0.89

Table 3  Depression differential item functioning effect for two C3PNO cohorts vs general population data McFadden pseudo  R2: CESD items

Items with total  R2 effects (uniform + non-uniform) greater than .016 are in bold

Item order CESD item stem text mSTUDY and general population MASH and general popula-
tion

McFadden pseudo  R2 McFadden pseudo  R2

Uniform Non-uniform Uniform Non-uniform

1 I was bothered by things that usually don’t bother me 0.001 0.000 0.013 0.006
2 I did not feel like eating; my appetite was poor 0.000 0.000 0.012 0.004
3 I felt that I could not shake off the blues even with help 

from my family or friends
0.000 0.000 0.004 0.018

5 I had trouble keeping my mind on what I was doing 0.005 0.000 0.004 0.000
6 I felt depressed 0.000 0.000 0.009 0.008
7 I felt that everything I did was an effort 0.002 0.001 0.012 0.006
9 I thought my life had been a failure 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000
10 I felt fearful 0.011 0.000 0.013 0.000
11 My sleep was restless 0.004 0.000 0.004 0.001
13 I talked less than usual 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.000
14 I felt lonely 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.001
15 People were unfriendly 0.004 0.003 0.012 0.000
17 I had crying spells 0.001 0.000 0.023 0.000
18 I felt sad 0.006 0.002 0.000 0.000
19 I felt that people dislike me 0.013 0.000 0.000 0.001
20 I could not get ‘‘going’’ 0.013 0.004 0.042 0.011
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Table 4  Depression differential item functioning for two C3PNO cohorts vs general population data McFadden pseudo  R2: PROMIS depression 
items

Items with total  R2 effects (uniform + non-uniform) greater than 0.016 are in bold.
NA item was not administered in the RADAR cohort

Item ID PROMIS item stem text HYM and general population RADAR and general popula-
tion

McFadden pseudo  R2 McFadden pseudo  R2

Uniform Non-uniform Uniform Non-uniform

EDDEP04 I felt worthless 0.005 0.002 0.000 0.001
EDDEP05 I felt that I had nothing to look forward to 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000
EDDEP06 I felt helpless 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.000
EDDEP07 I withdrew from other people 0.019 0.001 NA NA
EDDEP09 I felt that nothing could cheer me up 0.003 0.000 0.001 0.000
EDDEP14 I felt that I was not as good as other people 0.010 0.001 NA NA
EDDEP17 I felt sad 0.012 0.000 NA NA
EDDEP19 I felt that I wanted to give up on everything 0.005 0.000 NA NA
EDDEP21 I felt that I was to blame for things 0.000 0.001 NA NA
EDDEP22 I felt like a failure 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.000
EDDEP23 I had trouble feeling close to people 0.003 0.004 NA NA
EDDEP26 I felt disappointed in myself 0.000 0.000 NA NA
EDDEP27 I felt that I was not needed 0.004 0.001 NA NA
EDDEP28 I felt lonely 0.018 0.000 NA NA
EDDEP29 I felt depressed 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000
EDDEP31 I felt discouraged about the future 0.000 0.000 NA NA
EDDEP35 I found that things in my life were overwhelming 0.032 0.003 NA NA
EDDEP36 I felt unhappy 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.000
EDDEP39 I felt I had no reason for living 0.002 0.000 NA NA
EDDEP41 I felt hopeless 0.005 0.002 0.004 0.000
EDDEP46 I felt pessimistic 0.011 0.001 NA NA
EDDEP48 I felt that my life was empty 0.016 0.000 NA NA
EDDEP54 I felt emotionally exhausted 0.016 0.001 NA NA

Table 5  Depression differential item functioning for the JHHCC cohort vs general population data McFadden pseudo  R2: PHQ-8 items

Item order PHQ-8 stem text JHHCC and general popula-
tion

McFadden pseudo  R2

Uniform Non-uniform

1 Little interest or pleasure in doing things 0.000 0.003
2 Feeling down, depressed, or hopeless 0.000 0.000
3 Trouble falling or staying asleep, or sleeping too much 0.001 0.000
4 Feeling tired or having little energy 0.005 0.002
5 Poor appetite or overeating 0.001 0.000
6 Feeling bad about yourself—or that you are a failure or have let yourself or your family down 0.012 0.000
7 Trouble concentrating on things, such as reading the newspaper or watching television 0.004 0.000
8 Moving or speaking so slowly that other people could have noticed? Or the opposite—being so 

fidgety or restless that you have been moving around a lot more than usual
0.002 0.001
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[− 0.34, 3.79], p = 0.104). Examining the main effects, we 
found that recent opioid/heroin use was associated with 
depression with a mean increase of 2.13 T-score points 
(95% CI [0.81, 3.45], (p < 0.001). While HIV-positive per-
sons showed a lower mean by 0.51 T-score points (95% 
CI [− 1.43, 0.44]), it was not significant (p = 0.284). Age 
was also not significantly associated with a difference in 
T-score (b = − 0.3 per 10 year increase, 95% CI [− 0.9, 
0.3], p = 0.260).

Conclusion

The use of multiple psychological and behavioral measures 
represents a possible impediment to the goal of data har-
monization or integrative analysis of cohort studies of HIV 
risk populations [4]. Because the interpretation of scores 
and clinical-cut-off values differ for each questionnaire [13, 
14], raw data cannot simply be pooled. This problem can 
be solved with new cross-sectional studies focused on link-
ing or aligning multiple measures of the same health con-
struct. In addition, the results and tools of previous linking 
studies [13, 51] can potentially be leveraged for use in new 
populations.

Our study with the C3PNO cohorts demonstrates how 
data capturing similar depression constructs in HIV-risk 
populations can be linked to a common depression metric. 
Taking advantage of previous linking studies with multiple 
measures of depression measures [13], our study illustrates 
how to take these results—IRT item parameters—and apply 
them in the service of data harmonization across cohorts in 
HIV/substance use populations. We found minimal levels 
of DIF between the C3PNO cohorts and general population 
internet panels (e.g., DIF was flagged for 13 out 71 item 
comparisons using a conservative  R2 effect size criterion). 
This suggests that measurement variance across popula-
tions and within substance using populations was not an 
impediment to the application of previous linking studies for 
C3PNO harmonization goals, a finding consistent with pre-
vious DIF and IRT studies of depression in multiple samples 
[52, 53] and linking studies of pain measures in a general 
population sample [15] and multiple sclerosis [54].

Our analytic approach allowed us to combine commu-
nity-sample cohorts with sample sizes ranging from 448 
to 1041 to achieve a combined sample size of 2871 for the 
mixed effects model. Whereas a study such as MASH had 

Fig. 1  Item characteristic curves 
for four items with non-trivial 
DIF compared to a general 
population sample (total pseudo 
 R2 > 0.016). The top two panels 
represent two CESD items 
used in the MASH cohort; the 
bottom two panels show two 
PROMIS items administered 
in the HYM cohort. Except for 
“I could not get ‘going,’’ these 
curves show that the C3PNO 
cohort participants were more 
likely to endorse these items 
relative to the general popula-
tion samples, given participants’ 
overall level of depression. For 
“I could not get ‘going,’” this 
was reversed for low and mild 
levels of depression

Fig. 2  Box and whisker plots showing PROMIS Depression T-score 
for the five C3PNO cohorts. For T-scores, a value of 50 represents the 
mean of the US general population (SD = 10). Higher scores indicate 
a greater degree depression
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83% power to detect a standardized effect size of 0.2 for 
depression when comparing HIV-infected and HIV–unin-
fected groups, the power to detect that difference increases 
to > 99% using the combined cohort. The utility of being 
able to combine cohorts is noteworthy when assessing a 
factor with low prevalence, such as opioid use. Whereas 
in the MASH study we could detect a standardized effect 
size difference of 0.2 in depression by opioid use with 54% 
power, the combined cohorts have > 90% power.

After placing scores on a common depression metric, 
descriptive statistics show a wide range of depression 
score means across cohorts (0.8 standard deviations on the 
linked general population PROMIS T-score metric). We 
note that this 8 point range would represent a meaningful 
difference in an individual clinical context. Studies estab-
lishing minimally important differences (MIDs) suggest 
that changes of 2 to 5 T-score points on the PROMIS met-
ric are meaningful to patients [55–57]. Figure 1 visually 
identifies that one of the cohorts (JHHCC) scored more 
than 4 T-score points lower on depression relative to the 
other cohorts; this result is consistent with the fact that 
JHHCC is the only C3PNO clinical cohort in which all 
patients are undergoing comprehensive clinical care. The 
remaining cohorts are observational community cohorts, 
which offer referrals to mental health treatment, but the 
assessments do not occur in a care setting where research 
personnel and providers are integrated. The lower depres-
sion scores may be explained by the fact that participants 
are screened and aggressively treated for depression with 
antidepressant medication. While we acknowledge that 
many other factors could influence depression among 
C3PNO cohorts, the salient feature of integrated mental 
health treatment in the JHHCC cohort suggests the poten-
tial health value of making mental health treatment more 
widely available to persons at risk for HIV. This inference 
is consistent with findings on the positive effects of mental 
health treatments (particularly those of longer duration) 
for people living with HIV [58].

Our model confirmed an expected positive relationship 
between substance use and depression, though contrary to 
expectations, no significant association with HIV status. The 
main effect for substance use corresponds to a significant, 
but small effect size (0.2 standard deviation units on the 
PROMIS T-score metric). While unexpected, the lack of a 
significant association observed between HIV and depres-
sion further illuminates the important role of cohort differ-
ences, associated patient characteristics, inclusion criteria, 
study designs, and administration settings (e.g., clinical vs 
observational) that may confound cross-cohort analysis. 
Future analyses in the C3PNO cohorts will model a fuller 
range of variables associated with depression in an effort to 
more explicitly account for these known differences. This 
cross-cohort methodology could be extended to other key 

outcomes, such as pain, physical function, sexual risk behav-
ior, and substance use scales.
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